Pronghorn Robin August 2022, New Mexico
“And we know that God works all things together for the good of those who love Him, who are
called according to His purpose.” Romans 8:28

They only pose like this when we’re scouting
This year Robin’s hunting schedule was severely cramped by her upcoming college schedule. Almost
every hunting season conflicted with school, and she didn’t even apply for most hunts because it
would be impossible to come back to hunt in New Mexico. Only a few possibilities fit her schedule,
one being pronghorn just before she would leave for college in Glendale, Arizona. Robin was hesitant
to apply, worried she would be too busy trying to get packed, but we discussed it as a family, and she
decided to go for it. We knew even drawing a tag would be a long shot but trusted the Lord would
take care of things one way or the other.
Robin’s hunt dates fell Saturday through Monday just before we would hit the road for college on
Tuesday. Our goal was to try and get a pronghorn early, if possible; little did we know just how
smoothly this hunt would come together!
I had just wrapped up my own unsuccessful antelope archery hunt during which the weather had
been so wet and the vegetation so lush that hunting waterholes was completely unproductive. I had
scouted for Robin both before and during my own hunt, so had a few ideas where we could begin,
and we arrived at our intended campsite late Friday.
Unfortunately, there were 2 trailers and 3 trucks parked at our access road. Then 3 trucks camped
farther down the road. And finally, yet another truck parked at the end of the road. Drat. On top of
the hunting pressure, some gates were locked with fresh signs indicating no motorized vehicles
beyond that point. That really threw a wrench in our gears as the roads had been open when I had
scouted several weeks prior. We quickly drove to another area where I literally ran to a high point to
glass but didn’t spot anything as darkness fell. I returned to the truck and discussed the situation with
Robin. Despite the other hunters, I believed our original location was still our best bet. I had an idea
of where to find antelope, but the locked gates meant we might need to hike as much as 4-miles to
reach where I had glassed several groups when scouting.

Robin wasn’t exactly keen on hiking that far but agreed to give it a try. I told her we just needed to
wake up early and start hiking before anyone else and try our best. We found a secluded place to
pitch our tent away from the other camps and fought off hordes of mosquitoes as we prepared camp.
My alarm chimed at zero-dark-thirty, and I rolled out to ready our backpacks for the day. Plenty of
water, including frozen bottles of water and electrolyte drinks, sandwiches, burritos; basically,
everything we might need to survive a long day under the hot sun. I fully expected Robin to be
dragging but was pleasantly surprised to find her dressed and ready to roll as I finished cooking her
oatmeal. We began hiking in the dark, lit by a full moon, and made it nearly a mile before lights turned
on at the other camps. As dawn slowly brightened the prairie, I glassed some pronghorn about half a
mile in front of us, and a couple more even farther. We continued slowly and I glassed regularly.
Approaching them would be difficult, as we would have to descend a vast rolling swale with no cover.
Suddenly Robin whispered, “Aren’t those some to the left?” Bingo, she had spotted a couple much
closer – one doe and a good buck! I guessed them to be about 300-yards away, with a lone yucca
bush between us. With just a slight course adjustment we were able to put that little bit of cover to
our advantage and cut off at least 100-yards; first by crouching, then by crawling.
We arrived unseen at the little bush, and I tried vainly to get a distance reading with my rangefinder.
The tall grass gave me fits, but visually they appeared to be within range. We set up Robin’s rifle on
shooting sticks from a seated position and I tried to range them again. It was a calculated gamble, but
I raised up higher in an attempt to get a clean reading. The doe picked up on my movement and
stared our way. I still couldn’t obtain a reading I trusted but ranged some grass at 100 yards and
estimated the two animals to be less than twice the distance, so well under 200-yards.
I whispered the range to Robin, and she replied she could clearly see the doe, but the buck trailed her
by a dozen yards and was obscured by the tall grass and the curved slope. I told Robin to wait and
stay ready, as the buck would likely follow the doe and come fully into view. The doe stared our way
for a while as the buck bedded, disappearing except for his horns.
As we bided our time, Robin glanced to our left and announced she saw some other hunters. I turned
and confirmed 3 guys peering over a rise looking toward the buck we waited on. They were a lot
farther away, but who knew what might happen with public land hunting? I noted we were safely out
of their line of fire, and told Robin there was nothing we could do but stay ready. Soon the doe noticed
the other hunters and turned toward them. We took advantage of her wandering attention by
scooting Robin onto my backpack to raise her another 6”. I quickly adjusted her tripod and Robin
confirmed she had a much better view. The doe decided she didn’t like the look of the three dark
blobs sticking out like sore thumbs over the rise and began walking away to our right and I told Robin
the buck would likely stand up.
As if scripted, the buck rose and began to follow the doe. Robin whispered she had his whole body in
her scope. I told her to take her time and shoot whenever she was ready. The buck paused. Boom! I
heard the retort of a solid hit. He whirled, took a few faltering steps, and crumpled to the ground.
6:35am - dang, it had come together far faster than we could have hoped for! Here I thought my
recent oryx hunt had been short, this hunt of Robin’s is an all-time record for us!
“Well kiddo, I’d say it was worth waking up early!” I announced. Robin replied, “And I spotted them!”
True that. We make a darned good team.

The three hunters arose and began angling toward us. We waved and they approached. I hesitantly
began “Sorry about that, but we were on that buck right at first light”. They heartily congratulated
Robin “No worries, it’s public land and you guys earned it getting out so early – we watched you wait
him out when you were so close, great job!” One guy replied, “I was your backup in case you missed,
but we were over 600-yards away; that buck was all yours!” They congratulated Robin again and bid
us farewell as they continued hiking toward some distant pronghorn.
Well kiddo, I guess we didn’t have to stress out about squeezing in a hunt before college! Even though
Robin had been willing to hoof it 3-4 miles, she killed her beautiful buck just under 1.5 miles from the
truck. Like a well-oiled machine, we made short work of photos and butchering, before loading our
backpacks and returning to camp. We arrived home by 1:30 that afternoon – with plenty of time for
Robin to attend a birthday party for one of her best friends that evening and still have the rest of the
weekend to finish packing for college – thank you Lord!
Now it’s off to a new chapter in Robin’s life. God only knows where it will lead, but we trust He’s in
control and will take good care of her.
Thanks for following along!

What a trophy before heading off to college!

Even though Robin’s growing up, it just wouldn’t be the same without Clarice in a photo!

